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Gerrie Fruiterers & Confectioners
These two photographs are part of the local history collection at Avebury House. The typed note
accompanying these photographs states, “323 Stanmore Rd, 1927”, but Stones Directory gives the address
as 325 Stanmore Rd, where George Gerrie had a confectioner’s shop in 1927. The shop had previously
housed a fruiterer business, with five different operators1 since the building, on the south-west corner of
Stanmore Rd and Avalon St had been opened in 1912. It looks like Mr Gerrie had branched out into
confectionery as well.
The photos are modern copy prints of older photographs; an interior and exterior view of the shop. From the
exterior view you can see the bull-nose verandah covering the footpath on Stanmore Rd. This feature of the
building is mentioned in an article about the Cadena Building in RCN 029 (September 2005), although the
verandah had long since been removed from the building. It is interesting to note that this article (and a
rewrite that appeared in RCN-085, Dec-Jan 2010-11) 2 refer to the building as the Cadena, but the signwriting on the left-hand shop window in the exterior view clearly reads Cadeno3.
According to the RCN articles, this two-storey brick building was built in 1912, “part of the Flesher estate”.
The building housed three shops, 321, 323 and 325 Stanmore Rd, with living areas at the rear and on the
second storey. Leo Shaw, a well-known Richmond resident, was born upstairs at 323 in 1914. His parents,
Charles and Clarice Shaw ran a fruit-&-vegetable delivery business and shop here until 1922 when the family
moved to 232 Stanmore Rd.
The display in the shop window and the interior view of the shop indicate food and sweets were plentiful in
Richmond in 1927. Judging by the fruits in season: tomatoes and cherries amongst others, the photo was
taken in summer. The small signs in the left-hand shop window are illegible, but larger signs near the door
advertise daily delivery and indicate the business was on the phone.
Inside, the soda fountain takes centre stage, with a range of flavours available. Alongside are the scales for
weighing fruit, which, according to the signs on the back wall of the shop, “you must eat”. The interior
display and layout of the shop appear quite lavish; this must have been a popular destination for sweettoothed customers of the time.
After George Gerrie vacated the business in 1927, the shop remained a fruiterer run by Robert Kirkcaldie
during 1928–29. After that the shop became a Self Help grocery store4 in 1930 and it remained as such for
over a decade; the shop is indicated as a Self Help grocery run by Mr Sutherland in the 1940 Richmond
Village map. This map is the subject of another entry on our local history page.
Notes
1
According to Stones Directory there were: Walter Ernest Willis, 1912; John Reid Linton, 1913;
Chas Shaw, 1914-20, Richard Potter, 1921-22 and Mrs Robert John Thomson 1923.
2

These articles are reproduced on pages 4 & 5.

3

Cadena or Cadeno? It looks like the building may have originally been known as Cadeno — see p2 for
two advertisements placed by C. Shaw in The Star in 1914 and early 1915. There was a Cadena Tea Rooms
in Cashel St. at this time.

4

The Self Help Co-operative Ltd was started in Wellington in 1922 by Ben Sutherland. The new business
rejected normal trading methods and sold goods for the lowest possible profit. This meant the public
could purchase higher-quality groceries at lower prices, stretching their wages further. The model was
successful: Self Help grew — to 18 shops in 1926, 56 in 1929, 130 in 1932 and in 1942, nearly 200 shops.
See: https://rediscover.co.nz/self-help-groceterias-nz-shopping-90-years-ago/ &
http://sutherlandselfhelptrust.org.nz/history/
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